
NEWS FROM mmode
Progress in the Human Resources Working Group's activities

October 4, 2017 - The last meeting of the Human Resources Working Group was
held on August 25th and many projects were presented to participants. Amongst
other topics, the ongoing actions in line with the strategic area of focus of Ongoing
Training, Coaching & Mentoring was discussed.

Through mmode and its partners, three ongoing training programs were
establsihed or are now available to fashion companies. Should you want to
participate in either one of the projects below, we invite you to contact Josée
Rainville at josee.rainville@mmode.ca.

• Recognition of Prior Learning and Skills - Floor Supervisor Level 1: This program
is for companies seeking to upgrade the skills of their floor supervisors.

• Cohort of industrial sewing machine operators: The first cohort of industrial
sewing machine operators by CSMO Textile to be opened to fashion companies
is currently underway and a second cohort is expected shortly.

• Réseau performance mode (MQQ): The first meeting will be held later this
month and there is only 4 places left for high executives who wish to access a
network focused on innovation culture and organizational performance.

Many other projects are currently under development in order to find solutions to
workforce issues, to improve skill sets and to help industry players access specific
resources. Amongst others, we invite you to keep up with all developments
concerning the exploration of opportunities regarding plurality in employment. The
Diagnostic de main-d'œuvre et adéquation formation-emploi, secteur de la mode,
will also be available before the end of the year and will help prepare a White Paper
in 2018. Finally, in a couple weeks, the new mmode.ca will be online and will allow
visitors to benefit from many powerful tools, including an interactive billboard and
an exhaustive resources directory specific to the Montreal fashion industry.

We would like to thank all committee members, the volunteers involved in the 2017
Workforce Forum subcommittee – to be held on November 3rd - and the Human
Resources Working Group Chair, Mr. Claude Marchand.

If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together!

The mmode Team


